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Colby at Waterville
Boston College at Boston
Tufts at Medford
Boston Univ. at Boston
Springfield Y. M. C. A. College
at Springfield
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Alumni Day—Colby at Orono

This advertisement is the second of a series contribut
ed in aid of Maine activities by the University Store Co.,
situated in Fernald Hall and selling Maine student supplies,
souvenirs, etc. in aid of Maine athletics. When you return
to the campus patronize it.
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The Maine Alumnus
Published bi-monthly by the General
Alumni Association of the University of
Maine.
Subscription $1 per year. Single copies
20 cents.
Sent to all former students of the Uni
versity; subscription being paid by the
General Alumni Association.
W. D. T owner ’14
Managing Editor
Publication and Editorial office, Alum
ni Hall, Orono, Me.

Our
Appropriation
Reduced
One-Third

The course of the University resolve for deficit, maintenance, and
new building needs at
the hands of the 80th
Legislature has run the usual gamut of
committee heatings, secret conferences, and
heated debate and at last has been reduced,
amended and
finally passed by both
branches of the Legislature, vetoed by the
governor, and again passed by the Legislature over the governor’s eleventh hour
veto No provision is made for the elec
tion of new buildings or additions to the
present buildings Of the total deficit of
$235,000 the present Legislature provides
for the reduction of but $45,000 While
this amount is small, it at least makes
obligatory the recognition on the part of
the state that the deficit of the University
must be assumed by the state iself. For
the first six months of the two and one
half year period for which the appropriation provides, the University for mainte
nance will receive $125,000, or $25,000 less
than its estimated needs For the yearly
periods the appropriation provides $225,000,
or $90,000 less than the estimated needs
In other words, the requests for the whole
thirty month period were cut $205,000 for
maintenance and $155,000 for the deficit
Realizing the friendly attitude of those
*legislators who, in the closing hours of the
session, overwhelmingly over-ruled the veto
of the governor, the fact still remains that
the institution did not receive the adequate
financial support which its needs demandcd. The governors attitude needs no com
ment. It received the treatment which it
deserved.

I

The Governor In regard to the deficit,
and the
the governor in his mesDeficit
sage of March 10th to

I

the Legislature staled
that he had “suggested to the President of
the University that its loyal alumni be ap

pealed to for the purpose of raising a fund
so that the institution may no longer be
handicapped by debt” and he further stated
“other educational institutions have wiped
out their debts in this manner with marked
success ” While it is true that educational
institutions have wiped out their debts in
such a manner it is also true that no state
college or university, whether founded un
der the Morrill Acts as is the University
of Maine or by special state legislation, has
ever had a deficit assumed by the alumni
or any party or parties other than the
state itself. Governor Baxter chose to ignore this fact A recent questionnaire sent
out from the Alumni Office demonstrates
that not only have the alumni of other
state colleges not assisted from principle,
and principle only, in meeting similar defi
cits, but that no chief executive of any
state has ever suggested such a course of
action
Governor Baxter was right when he
called our alumni “loyal ” If the measure
of our loyalty be, as the governor implies,
in our financial support to the university,
then we certainly rank far in the lead of
the rank and file of state colleges in per
capita contributions A table compiled
from the questionnaire referred to reveals
the fact that but one institution, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology with an
appioximate per capita average of $187.00,
has exceeded the average in alumni contributions maintained by our University of
Maine The average gift of the former
students of Maine is $60 00
Edward E Chase ’13, representing the
alumni at the hearing on the University
resolve before the Committee on Education
very clearly stated the position of our
former students in regard to this official
suggestion of the governor. Our record
shows that we have been loyal on the gov
ernor’s implied basis of comparison. Our
loyalty expressed in this financial manner
will not be directed in the future, any more
than it has been in the past, toward as
suming the state’s just obligations, but on
the other hand will be directed wholeheartedly to assisting the University in the
activities which cannot be financed by the
state, yet which arc vital to the education
of the youth of today. The erection of
Alumni Flail with its gymnasium, the
grading of the athletic field, building of
the cinder hack, the erection of the concrete grandstand, the financial support of
athletics, and the support of an alumni
secretary and an alumni office arc exam
ples of this assistance in the past. In ad
dition, at least $100,000 has been raised
for the election of fraternity houses for
the annual accommodation of 400 students,
thereby relieving the state of that dormitory cost The regrading of the athletic
field, the building of a permanent fence
surrounding the field, and the erection of

a memorial union building are projects
under contemplation for the immediate
future. Our record is a modest one, yet
we have a right in comparison with other
state colleges to be proud of it. Our am
bitions for the future are great. Let us
make our achievements exceed these am
bitions.

Standing
Together

Some of you have wondered why you were re
ceiving THE MAINE
ALUMNUS without a bill for a subscrip
tion. The reason is that your alumni offi
cers have voted in bulk a subscription for
each of you from the funds of the Gen
eral Alumni Association. You are a sub
scriber in good and regular standing. Your
appreciation can be expressed by meeting
your alumni financial obligations. By do
ing so you will make possible the spread
ing of loyalty to Maine. It was this im
perative need of “standing together” in
financial support which prompted a member
of the class of 1907 to pen the following:
Men of Orono, scattered afar
Over the plains and the hills and the sea,
Busy with teeming affairs of this world,
Maine, thy proud Mother, hath great
need of thee!
Rich from her lap overflowing thou
Gathered of old a new store,
Eagerly sought her free knowledge and
power
Till she could give thee no more.
Now in thy place generations succeed
Desiring to follow thy way,
Serving alike their true selves and the
Nation
Even as thou didst in thy day.
Standing together, though come from
afar,
Students of Maine ever press on Life’s
sta r!
The heart of Maine arises joyous to her
task
And asks alone the necessary strength
to aid
Increasing numbers as they come to throng
her halls.
The State hath small appropriations made
That doth deny to generous Maine the
power to give
To these new sons so full a mead
Of Life’s rich blessings as her custom was,
So shall her heart in anguish bleed
Until thy dollars and thy cents, inadequate
To meet the pressing needs that mount
of late,
Shall yet, through education and publicity,
Unlock more generous coffers of the
State.
Standing together, though scattered afar,
Alumni of Maine, raise aloft her star !

A. R. L. ’07
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Spring Athletics Get Early Start
------------

Prospects for Track and Baseball Brighter Than Year Ago. Varsity Relay
Team Wins Triangular Race at B. A. A. Games
With the athletic field freed of snow
and the usual foot depth of frost a thing
of the past, varsity baseball and track are
receiving the earliest impetus of favorable
conditions ever known to followers of
sport at the University.

Varsity Track
The opportunity to work on the cinders
the first part of April will surely condition
the varsity track men for a strenuous sea
son of competition. Already the sprinters
and middle distance men are on their toes
in anticipation of the chance to run in the
Penn. Relay games to be held at Phila
delphia, Friday, April 29th and Saturday,
April 30th. Maine is entered in the Amer
ican Intercollegiate Sprint Medlay Cham
pionships. In these races the cream of the
sprinters and middle distance men will
compete. The first two men on each team
will run 220 yards, the third 440 yards and
the anchor man 880 yards. On Saturday
Maine competes in the Class 1 440 yard
relays. Five men will take the trip.
On May 7th the Tufts track team visits
Orono for a dual meet, May 14th the State
meet is held at Brunswick, May 21st the
New England Inter-Collegiate A. A. meet
is scheduled for Tech. Field, Cambridge
and the following Saturday May 28th the
I. C. A. A. A. A. meet at the Harvard
Stadium at Cambridge.
Coach Flack expects to present a team
which will far excel the team which rep
resented Maine last year. But four M men
of last year’s team are available. Capt.
“Hep” Pratt, who won 13 of Maine’s 31
points in the State Meet last year is run
ning stronger. The same can be said for
Roger Castle, his teammate who finished
second to Pratt in the 440 yard dash.
Bishop, a ‘junior who scored second in the
discus is available, and “Midget” Raymond
who scored in the two mile will be in the
running. Harold Wood, a junior, who has
won points for Maine in the high jump and
hurdles will divide his time between track
and baseball. He is equally valuable to
each team.

Varsity Baseball
Coach ‘Monte” Cross, smiling and con
fident, arrived on the Campus April 2nd.
His first practice on the field was April
4th, at least two weeks in advance of any
previous year. After looking over the boys

for the first time he remarked that the ma
terial looked the best of any he had
coached at Maine since 1918. “The team
that beats Maine this year will win the
championship” he added.
Ten letter men, six of them veterans of
the 1920 team and four who had batted
Maine to victory in the 1918 and 1919
seasons are in college and again candi
dates for the team. Jowett is the only
varsity pitcher available who has won his
M. Prescott, last year’s catcher is the
leading candidate for the backstop posi
tion. Rush, P. Johnson, Harold Wood,
Newman Young are the veteran outfielders,
and Capt. A1 Johnson, Don Coady, and
Carl Sargent the infielders.
A host of freshmen prospects has de
lighted the eye of Coach Cross. It is con
fidently expected that when the team makes
the Massachusetts trip the last of April
that it will be in the best early season con
dition of any University of Maine team.

Varsity Relay
Maine easily defeated Bates and Tufts
in the triangular relay race at the B.A.A.
games held in the new Arena at Boston,
Saturday evening, February 5th. The out
come of the race was not in doubt at any
time after Ned Lawrence, Maine’s leadoff man created a sensation by greatly out
distancing his two opponents.
The Maine, Bates, and Tufts relay
teams lined up on the track late in the
evening. At the crack of the pistol, Law
rence set a fast pace for his opponents, and
after less than two laps he began to leave
his opponents behind. By the time he had
circled the track he had opened up a gap
of thirty yards. Rock, the next runner for
Maine increased the lead by 10 yards. Pratt
and Castle, the last two men, easily held
their own during the remainder of the
race.
While Maine was greatly eclipsing her
opponents, Bates and Tufts were fighting
for second place. Bates finally succeeded
in nosing out Tufts.;
The Maine quartet was not forced to
extend itself and in consequence the time
was much below the best efforts of the
team under faster competition. Instead of
the usual 390 yards distance each runner
on the Arena track had to cover 463 yards.
The team time was 3 minutes 53 and 1-5
seconds. Next year the race will be run
at 440 yards.

April, 1921

Two Maine Sophomores
Camp Out

Newspapers Feature Their Mode of
Living While Securing College
Education
To secure an education at the old Maine
State College under unusual conditions in
the early days was not so much to brag
about. Self-denial and hardship were the
stepping stones to success at that time, but
for the twentieth century youth much of
this has been eliminated by the advance of
the age. To pick up a Boston paper, and
then later an Associated Press dispatch in'
another paper, to read that two Maine
sophomores are solving the high cost of
living by cooking for themselves in their
own shack—well, makes us realize that at
the University of Maine the character
building processes are still in existence.
The Boston Post feature article read:
“ ‘Camping out’ while studying for elec
trical engineers at the University of Maine
is the manner in which Crane A. Morrison
and Arthur E. Rogers, both sophomores,
are defying the high cost of living and
also proving to a waiting world that once
in two weeks is often enough to wash
dishes.
“ ‘I Eta Pi’ is the name the boys have
given the little cottage or camp that is
located in a group of pines about a mile
from the college campus. There are just
two rooms in the camp, in which the two
students eat, sleep, study and reside thru
the university year. In one room is a cook
stove and in the other, two bunks, like
those in regular, honest-to-goodness woods
camps, as well as other furniture.
“In one corner of the room in which
the bunks are located is a small wireless
apparatus, from which the youths gain in
formation now and then regarding the
doings of the outside world.
“Electricity, in fact, plays an important
part in the daily routine of life of Messrs.
Morrison and Rogers, for they are awak
ened in the morning by an alarm clock
which is connected up in such a manner
with the lighting circuit that it starts its
tattoo at a certain hour and keeps it up
until the switch is thrown off.
“At first the boys washed the dishes
daily. Then they determined that this was
an unnecessary formality and that it
would be just as well to do one big job
as to split the work up in bits. So the
dishes are now left for a period of two
weeks, at which time the scrubbing process
ensues. The last grand wash occupied
one young man exactly two hours, working
as fast as he could without breaking the
dishes.”
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Details of Tragic Death of
K. M. Causland ex-’16
Accidentally Shot by Close Friend
A newspaper report of the tragic death
of Kenneth M. Causland ex-’16 has just
reached the Alumni Office. Mr. Causland,
who was employed as general manager of
the Electric Light and Water Works, a
Stone and Webster organization at San
Antonio de los Banos, Cuba, was shot and
killed by his closest business friend, Carl
Frazier, who was associated with him in
the operation of the public utilities of San
Antonio.
To add to the misery, the shooting was
witnessed at first hand by the wives of
both men, who had joined them for an
afternoon of outdoor sport.
The account of the tragedy reads in part
as follows:
“The two business friends had invited
their wives to join them in a fowl hunting
trip up the Ariguanabo river, near the
pueblo of San Antonio. It was a happy
hunting party at the starting, just follow
ing the heat of mid-day.
Mr. Frazier was first to raise the joyful
cry of the hunter successful, as he drew
bead upon a swift flying heron. He
squinted along the barrel, slowly raising
the rifle, as the bird swooped heavenward
Then—bang
And, Mr. Causland, who had risen from
his seat at the opposite end of the boat,
eager and expectant for a shot at a pos
sible second covey, dropped limp and life
less at the feet of his own wife.
He had stepped directly in the line of
fire, and the bullet—only a .22 calibrehad passed directly through his head,
causing instant death.
For one dramatic instant, the trio sat
motionless with horror. Then, griefstricken and shaking, Frazer strove to re
vive his pal, while Mrs. Causland suc
cumbed to the awful shock and was min
istered to by Mrs. Frazier.
The news spread with great rapidity.
The victim of the tragedy was foremost
in affairs of the American colony in the
section. He was also very prominently
associated with splendid Cuban families
.and business interests, and one of the most
popular of the townsmen.
A crowd quickly collected and when the
facts of the dramatic shooting became
known, the community was grief stricken
and horrified.
The village judge quickly convened an
extraordinary court, at the urgent appeal
of Mr. Frazier and the facts were told
while yet fresh in the minds of those in
volved.

1921 Commencement Modelled on Last Year
Alumni Day to be Saturday, June 4th. Two Varsity Baseball Games Added
Attraction to Week-end Celebration
The week-end Commencement which has
met with so much favor will be continued
this year. Accordingly, Saturday, June 4th
has been set aside for Alumni Day. Alumni
Day it will be, too, if the schedule of
alumni doings is any criterion of the fun
to be ours when we return. The presence
of that peppy Bangor Band under the di
rection of our own Adelbert W. Sprague
’05, another longer and more bedecked pa
rade, the usual five and ten year class
stunts, a real varsity baseball game in
which Maine will clash with old Colby for
the state championship, a rousing alumni
banquet with the truly orators on hand,
another moving picture this time showing
the activities at the 1920 Alumni Day, and

to cap the day’s fun another informal
Alumni Hop' in the gymnasium—all these
events make up the day’s program.
The annual meeting of the General
Alumni Association promises too, to be an
interesting get-together. An athletic re
form is in the air and the discussions at
that time are sure to be replete with ex
pressions of Maine’s athletic loyalty.
Friday’s events, June 3d, start off with
the annual meetings of the Board of Trus
tees and the Alumni Advisory Council. In
the afternoon baseball will be the attraction
with a game scheduled between Tufts and
Maine.
The program as arranged at present
follows:

Friday, June 3
9 00
9 30
3.00
5 00
6.00

A. M
A.M.
P. M
P. M.
P. M.
8 00 P. M.
7.00 P. M.

Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees
Meeting of the Alumni Advisory Council, Library
Baseball, Maine vs. Tufts, Alumni Field
Phi Kappa Phi Initiation, Hannibal Hamlin Hall
Phi Kappa Phi Banquet, Club Room, Hannibal Hamlin Hall
President’s Reception, Library
Meeting 50th Anniversary Committee, Alumni Hall

Saturday, June 4
Alumni Day
9.30 A. M.
10.00 A M.
1.00 P.M.
2.30 P. M.
3.00-4.00 P.
4 00 P. M.
6.00 P. M.
9.00 P. M.
9.30 P. M.

Class Day Exercises, Oval in front of Alumni
Annual Business Meeting of the, General Alumni Association. Chapel
Class Luncheons, The Commons
Formation Alumni Day Parade, Front of Alumni Hall
M. Class Frolics, Athletic Field
Baseball, Maine vs. Colby, Alumni Field
Alumni Banquet, Gymnasium
University of Maine movies, Chapel, Alumni Hall
Informal Alumni Hop, Gymnasium

10.30 A. M.

Baccalaureate Address by Dr. Warren J. Houlton of Bangor
Theological Seminary

Sunday, June 5

>•>

Monday, June 6— Commencement Day
9.30 A. M. Commencement Exercises, Speaker to be Announced
Conferring of Degrees
• • i'd
8 00 P. M. Commencement Ball, Gymnasium
_■ ■ — — — »
“The little community of San Antonio de
The police conducted the necessary in
los Banos is bowed with grief over the
quiry and the companion of the dead man
accident, which has removed one of the
was at once released, the verdict of death
citizens of highest standing.”
by accidental shooting being sustained by
The authorities after examining witthe evidence.
nesses to the awful tragedy exonerated and
Besides his activities as general manager
released Mr. Frazier.
of the plant, Mr. Causland also acted as
Mr. Causland was a native of Freeport.
the administrator. Officials of the com
He entered the University in the fall of
pany were notified at once.
•
•
•
*
1912 leaving during his senior year. He
“It was decided that the body would be
was a member of the Kappa Sigma fra
embalmed and be taken back to his former
ternity.
.
. •
1
home in the United States for burial.

58
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Basketball Team Makes Good Showing
Seven of Thirteen Games Victories. No Games Lost on Home Floor. Recalls
Early Basketball History
The completion of the 1920-1921 varsity
basketball season with seven victories and
six defeats, the latter on foreign floors
brings to mind the early days when bas
ketball was in its formative stage at the
University.
The Alumni who were in college during
the winter of 1902 will remember the ef
forts of Capt. Carlos Dorticos ’03 and

Maine 38—Portland A. C. 14
February 18th Portland A. C. was easily
defeated in the college gymnasium. The
Maine team outrivalled its opponents to a
man and had no difficulty in scoring fre
quently.
*

Maine 38—Rhode Island State 23
February 4th a new varsity combination

April,

I 9 2I

11th when Maine nosed out its old rival,
New Hampshire State. The visitors
started the game with their second string
men only to find that the Maine team was
easily playing rings around them. In the
middle of the first period the New Hamp
shire first team five replaced them. Even
then the Maine five continued its lead fin
ishing the period 16 points to 13 for the
visitors.
In the second period the play was nip
and tuck, the score being tied and retied.
With but two minutes to play New Hamp
shire led 25 to 23, but Berg on two free
tries evened the score and Holmes in the
last minute of play, shot the winning
goal.

New Hampshire State 37—Maine 8
Washington’s birthday at Durham, N. H.
our varsity again met the fastest opponents
of the season in the versatile New Hamp
shire State team, but were obliged this
time to bow down in defeat. The home
team defence was impregnable. New
Hampshire led all the way and finished
the game with a 37 to 8 lead.

Bates 24— Maine 23
Bates avenged her defeat at Orono by
winning by the slenderest of margins
February 24th at the City Hall in Lewiston. Maine led 11 to 8 at the end of the
first half and 15 seconds from the final
whistle in the second period the score was
a tie. An ill-timed foul and the conse
quent goal gave Bates the game.

Boston College 34—Maine 27

1921 Varsity Basketball Team
Manager Fred Collins ’03 when the first
varsity basketball team to represent the
University was organized. Fifteen men,
many without previous experience, were
the nucleus for this first team. Their en
thusiasm and efforts firmly established the
game as a varsity sport and for the fol
lowing eight years the game reigned su
preme as the king of indoor sports. Dur
ing these years, and in spite of the diffi
culty in arranging games with college
teams, Maine met and defeated Tufts,
M. I. T., New Hampshire State, Colby,
Bates, and many other teams. Almost all
of the victories were in our gym and the
defeats on the road. Of the 92 games
played 59 resulted in victories.
The report of the present season is con
tinued from the last Alumnus.

was presented against the Rhode Island
State five visiting the Maine campus for
the first time. Dresser and Rice had been
lost to the team because of scholastic diffi
culties, but the new lineup with Berg
shifted from forward to guard, Turner
at center and Holmes at right forward
proved to be the best five Maine has placed
on the floor. The game was cleanly
played with few fouls. Maine led at the
end of the first half by the slender margin
of one point. In the second period, how
ever, the Maine five tightened its defence,
found its stride and converted a 14 to 13
lead into a 38 to 23 win.

Maine 27—New Hampshire State 25
The most exciting game of the season
was played in the college gym. February

Boston College chalked up a second vic
tory in our team’s last game of the season
at the Boston -Normal School gymnasium,
Back Bay, Boston. The Boston team led
14 to 9 the first period and with the pres
ence of the versatile Urban in the second
period added to the score for a 34 to 27
win. Holmes and Turner caged four bas
kets apiece for Maine.
Maine scored 369 points to 333 by her
opponents. Of the six games lost, two were
lost by one point, two by four points, and
one by seven points.
The personnel of the varsity squad
changed many times during the season
but the men who played consistently and
made their letters were Capt. Coady, Berg,
Judkins, these with Mgr. Crandall received
their letters and the bronze M plaques. The
small number of men receiving their letter
is accounted for by the fact that the Ath
letic Board ruled that two-thirds of the
total number of periods must be played in
order to make a letter.
The prospects for next year’s basketball
season are very good. Only one man,
Capt. Coady is graduating in June. Need
less to say Coady will be missed in this

«
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sport next year, not only for Ins fast and
clever work on the floor but for his lead
ership. With an abundance of good bas
ketball material in the three underclasses,
the prospects for next season are excellent.

The Summary
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine

32
20
24
23
45
30
25
38
27
38
8
23
27

Portland A. C.
Northeastern College
R. I. State
Brown Univ.
Northeastern College
Bates College
Boston College
R. I. State
N. H. State College
Portland A. C.
N. H. State College
Bates College
Boston College

20
13
28
24
22
24
45
22
25
14
37
24
34

Lack of Funds Hold Back
Faculty Pay Checks
Legislature Comes to Rescue by Vot
ing $30,000 Emergency
Appropriation
For the first time in the 53 years since
the University first opened its doors the
monthly pay checks for the members of
the faculty were held up for lack of funds
The March pay checks were due on the
15th, but because of the failure of the
State officials to advance money to the
; University on the basis of the continua
tion of the biennial appropriation of 1919
:as always has been done heretofore in the
years that the Legislature has met, the pay
ments were not met.
The trustees of the University feeling
that they could not go out to borrow ad
ditional funds no matter how acute the
situation might become were powerless to
prevent the incident. The Legislature,
h owever, sensing the situation voted an
emergency resolve providing .$30,000 for
this purpose, and on March 18th the 125
members of the faculty were paid.
The Society for American Field Service
Fellowships for French Universities will
o ffer for open competition among gradui^ates of American colleges and other suit
ably qualified candidates a number c
fellowships for the purpose of encouraging advanced study and research in F rench
Universities during 1921-22. The fellow
ships, of the annual value of $200 an
10,000 francs, are granted for one year
If interested, write Dr. I. L. Kandel, 52
F ifth Ave., New York City.

University Representatives Plead Cause
Dr. Aley, Trustee Gould, Alumni Representatives and Friends Present Argu
ments. One Lone Legislator Appears in Opposition
The long postponed hearing on the Uni
versity resolve before the Committee on
Education of the 80th Legislature was held
March 10th in the Senate Chamber at the
State House, Augusta The affair was
featured by the first public reply to Gov
ernor Baxter’s economy message and par
ticularly to his criticism of the bookkeep
ing system at the University, and by the
pronounced effort of Representative Rex
Dodge of Portland, ex-president of the
Colby College Alumni Association and a
self-styled friend of the University, to en
tangle the University representatives in a
maze of so-called contradictory figures.
The proponents for the resolve were exCongressman Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan, the retiring president of the Board
of Trustees, President Robert J. Aley,
George E. Thompson ’91 of Bangor, Judge
Stacey C. Lanpher ’08 of Milo, Edward E.
Chase ’13 of Portland, Herbert A. Hall ’91
of Kennebunkport, Mrs. John Homer Huddilston of Orono, Prof. Herman P. Sweetser TO, and John W. Leland, president of
the Maine Federation of Agricultural As
sociations
Representative Dodge alone opposed the
measure.
Trustees Gilpatrick and Looney were
also present. Trustee Houghton is a mem
ber of the legislative committee that con
ducted the hearing. Many alumni of the
University of Maine occupied seats and
there was a substantial background of
spectators throughout the hearing, among
them about 25 women.

Samuel W. Gould Opens Argument
The president of the Board of Trustees
Samuel W. Gould, opened the argument
and testimony in behalf of the bill. He
briefly reviewed the history of the estab
lishment of the institution as the State
College of Agriculture and Liberal Arts,
its development into the University of
Maine and argued that it is in every sense
a state institution, one that the State of
Maine cannot abandon, and should not
cripple, at this critical stage in its career.
He said that there is nothing in the treas
ury of the university with which to meet
the monthly payroll of $25,000 due the instructors and employes the following Tues
day. The trustees did not feel like per
sonally indorsing any more notes to meet
maintenance expenses.
Regarding the increase in deficit last
year, Mr. Gould said that the trustees came

down and told Governor Milliken just
how conditions were and asked him if
they should close the doors and discontinue
the institution. The governor replied that
the only thing for them to do was to go
ahead and the state would back them up.
Replying to Governor Baxter’s criticism
of the bookkeeping methods at the univer
sity, Trustee Gould said that in 1910 State
Auditor Charles H. Hatch spent eight
months installing a new system, to replace
one that had been in operation at Orono
40 years. To the layman it was rather
confusing. Last spring State Auditor
Wardwell sent down the traveling auditor
of his department, George H. Bangs, who
spent three months on the campus and
substituted a system of accounting that is
today in force there.
Referring to Governor Baxter’s sug
gestion that the U. of M. alumni raise by
subscription enough to wipe out the
$235,000 deficit, Mr. Gould remarked that
we can hardly expect the alumni to take
care of a maintenance deficit of a State
supported and State controlled institution,
but that the alumni have made contribu
tions exceeding $250,000 to help the insti
tution in the matter of buildings and other
wise.

President Aley Cross Examined
President Aley said that educational in
stitutions, like business enterprises and
municipalities, have been going behind in
the last few years of war prices and ab
normal conditions. Thirty other State sup
ported educational institutions are today
before their respective legislatures with
requests for appropriations to take care of
deficits. Maine is not alone in this regard.
He said that during the war the teach
ing force was reduced and every possible
effort made to keep expenses down. Only
actual needs were met, and only actual
needs are to be met in the future. Sal
aries had to be increased last year, to re
tain the efficiency of the teaching force as
other states were calling and offering high
er salaries than are paid in Maine. No
further increase in salaries is contemplated
and no new departments are to be added.
There has been no addition to the num
ber of departments in the last 11 years;
two departments, pharmacy and law, have
had to be given up for lack of sufficient
funds to support them.
Representative Houghton of the com
mittee asked President Aley to explain the
why of the $235,000 deficit. The latter
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went into a detailed statement, showing
that the deficit began back in 1913, when,
because of the Bangor fire a building for
the law school had to be purchased. Since
then the legislatures have appropriated less
each session than was asked for to meet
maintenance requirements. The United
States government during the war, when
the campus was used as a military training
and recruiting station, forced numerous
expenses on the university and the war
department has never sanctioned a provi
sion for reimbursement. The question of
fuel, he said, has had much to do with the
increase of the deficit. In the last three
years the cost of coal to run the heating
plant of the university has been $111,000
in excess of the cost in any corresponding
period in the history of the institution.
The increase of salaries was another item
that helped swell the deficit. The num
ber of students had increased beyond ex
pectations, and, he added, it should be
borne in mind that a student is a financial
liability, instead of an asset. He knew of
no public institution in which students pay
more than the cost of their education and
maintenance. Another emergency item of
expense was caused by
the caving in of
•
about 1200 feet of conduit of the campus
heating system.
Senator Allen of York, chairman of the
committee, asked a number of questions.
Other members joined in the catechism and
Speaker Barnes, who occupied a seat near
the committee, also questioned President
Aley, after first making it plain that he did
so as an earnest friend of the university.
These questions brought out the information that all students who live in Maine
pay $90 each annual tuition, and those
from outside Maine pay $160 each per
year. No one is exempt, though prior to
last year agricultural students were not
required to pay tuition. Most other State
colleges charge less.
Asked by Chairman Allen if there had
been any thought of further increasing the
tuition, President Aley replied, “We may
have to.”
Speaker Barnes asked about the en
trance requirements. The reply was that
a student who has met the requirements of
the State superintendent of schools in any
high school or academy, in the subjects re
quired in the course he wishes to pursue
in college, is admitted. It may become
necessary to exclude applicants who have
been in the slightest degree conditioned by
the preparatory schools, but President Aley
said it often turns out that a conditioned
student finds himself after entering college
and makes the most brilliant and efficient
kind of a student.
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Alumni Reply to Governor’s Sugges
tion That They Wipe Out Deficit
Edward E. Chase ’13 of Portland, presi
dent of the Western Maine Alumni As
sociation, and representing the general
Alumni Association of the university, sub
mitted the following written summary of
the Alumni attitude on the questions at
issue:
“I have by request undertaken the pre
sentation of the point of view of the Uni
versity of Maine Alumni upon certain
matters now under discussion in this Leg
islature. Certainly we are divided upon
certain minor details, but upon the follow
ing broad principles we stand on common
ground.
“We are not concerned with the ques
tion whether the University of Maine is
a. State institution; for certainly arguments
which deny this character to the Univer
sity standing upon land owned by the
State, whose trustees are appointed by the
Governor of the State, whose accounting
system was installed and whose accounts
are audited by the State and which re
ceived and expended over $2,000,000 from
the Federal Government under provision
of laws which confer benefit upon none
but State institutions, are not of a nature
commending themselves to unprejudiced
minds.
“As citizens and as Alumni we take this
occasion to commend and thank Governor
Milliken and the Board of Trustees, the
President and the Treasurer of the Uni
versity for their instant decision to borrow
funds for proper maintenance of a State
institution when the only alternative was
the closing of its doors.
“As citizens and Alumni we commend
the Board of Trustees for their action in
returning to the State $130,000 appropriated
by a recent Legislature for specific pur
poses, it having become evident that war
conditions made impossible the expendi
ture of this money in an economical and
efficient manner.
“The Board of Trustees are appointed
by and are responsible to the Governor of
Maine. The recommendations of such
men ought to guide the Legislature in determining the degree of financial support
by the State to the State University; but
such has not been the practice. By reason
of insufficient appropriations and con
stantly rising prices the University now
finds itself charging almost the highest
tuition of any State University in the
United States; having an indebtedness of
about $235,000 and with the recommenda
tions of the Board of Trustees disregarded
by the Budget Committee in its report to
this Legislature. The Alumni are in no
way responsible for the present condition
of affairs, and we recognize no obligation
on our part to materially assist the State
in the correction of this condition.
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“The Alumni are willing and intend to
contribute funds to the University from
time to time for specific purposes. We be
lieve that the proper direction for Alumni
support toward the development of student
activities, which policy was followed in the
building of Alumni Hall and the Grand
stand on the athletic field, also in the con
struction of thirteen fraternity houses ac
commodating over 450 students. The total
contributions of the Alumni to date are
probably in excess of $300,000 and there
are now in progress at least three drives
for the construction of three fraternity
houses for the accommodation of more
students which are estimated to cost over
$100,000. This construction represents a
direct saving to the State of Maine.
“The students of the University of
Maine, more than those of other colleges
of Maine, come from families of average
means and many of them are in debt at
graduation. Most of cur alumni are grad
uates of the twentieth century. Of 4000
graduates and former students at the time
of our entry into the World War the Uni
versity of Maine sent over 1800 into the
service, which record, in percentage, is
probably not equalled by any other state
university. These men who have served
their country greatly to their personal
financial detriment are now confronted
with an official suggestion that they fur
ther deplete their resources by contributing
a large sum of money to assist the state
in the reconstruction program made neces
sary by war conditions. Such a group of
men cannot be expected to provide large
contributions.
“It is also obvious that a young college
is not likely to receive at first such be
quests as are common among eastern col
leges. In all fairness we ask the State of
Maine, which has by its facilities for high
er education given us a fair chance to live,
to restrain its impatience and to now give
us a fair chance to die. But the Alumni
are human; and if the State of Maine
should adopt as its policy the suggestion
of the Budget Committee of diverting
specific bequests from the direction indi
cated by the testators in their wills, so
that the State might save in educational
maintenance thereby, and should continue
to restrict the proper activities of the uni
versity by the insufficient appropriations,
it is not to be expected that individuals
will divide their estate in order to assist
the State in the exercise of proper govern
mental functions.
“The Alumni as such have no desire to
direct the financial affairs of a-State in
stitution. We recognize that this is the
affair of the people of the State of Maine.
We hope that presently the day may come
when the maturity of our most eminent
graduates may make possible the selection
by the Governor as Trustees men who com-
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bine among their qualifications not only
ability but that sincere interest and earnest
loyalty which is to be found in the highest
degree in a graduate or former student of
our University.”

Takes Issue With Governor
George H. Thompson ’91 a Bangor at
torney, spoke briefly, but took occasion to
criticize the Governor’s message relating
to the university Mr. Thompson thought
it mighty poor policy to start an economy
move by crippling an educational institu
tion to the extent that it will require gen
erations to overcome the damage. He
spoke of the Katahdin Park proposition,
which he said “is so dear to the Gover
nor’s heart,” and added that a question
of playground for Maine visitors ought
not be compared in importance with the
question of education of Maine boys and
girls.

University Finances Sound
“My idea of economy,” said Judge Stacy
Lanpher ’08 of Milo, member of the last
Legislature, who next got the floor, “is to
apply it where it can justly be applied, in
cutting out non-essentials, instead of try
ing to pare down all along the line.” He
said that the people of this State won’t
object to paying for essentials. The Uni
versity of Maine is a part of the State’s
educational system, and its doors should
not be closed nor its progress and main
tenance crippled. He was a member of
the special committee appointed last ses
sion to investigate the financial affairs of
University of Maine. The committee
found everything straight and square. The
deficit, he declared, is a debt of honor
which the State of Maine should and must

Women’s Club Representative Scores
Hit

I

Mrs. J. H. Huddilston of Orono, a mem
ber of the executive board of the Maine
Federation of Women’s Clubs, won a round
of applause with a very pointed address on
the subject of false or misapplied economy.
She began by quoting a resolve unanimous
ly adopted at the recent meeting of the
Federation in Augusta, requesting the
Legislature to adequately provide for the
University of Maine.
Speaking of false economy, she said a
short time ago an endeavor was made to
induce the then Governor to provide for
the expenses of a librarian to attend a con
vention in Boston. The request was turned
down, but that same week the Governor
sent five men to Chicago to attend a good
foads convention, and provided for their
expenses and their salaries continued dur
ing their absence.

She thought that Maine can afford to
look well after its institutions of learning

as well as its roads. In conclusion she
gave warning that the women of Maine
are going to remember how their reason
able requests are met, and said that if its
State University is to be crippled Maine
will need to change its “Dingo” to “We
follow, clear at the end of the procession.”

Other Speakers
President Ayers of the Kennebec Farm
Bureau and President John W. Leland of
the Maine Federation of Agricultural As
sociations favored the bill. The latter read
a copy of a vote passed by the federation,
indorsing the U. of M. resolve in its en
tirety.
Prof. H. P Sweetser ’10 submitted a
written statement of the university needs
of a new greenhouse for its horticulture
department
H. A Hall ’91 of Kennebunkport said
his son wants to enter U. of M. next fall,
and he hoped the institution will not have
to turn away qualified applicants.

Rex Dodge Lone Opponent
The last speaker was Representative Rex
Dodge of Portland, who said he is a friend
of the University of Maine, despite what
some of the members of the audience
might think to the contrary; that he is in
favor of giving the university adequate
support, but does not believe in appropri
ating the full amount called for in the
resolve.
He criticised some portions of the finan
cial reports issued by President Aley,
Alumni Secretary Towner and the treas
urer’s office, and declared that their vari
ance shows evidence of the need of a
change of system of accounting at the uni
versity. He said he believes the alumni
have taken a wrong attitude in declining
to assist in clearing the deficit of their
alma mater.

The football schedule for 1921 has been
approved by the Athletic Board for pub
lication. It includes five games at Orono
and four away from home. Of the out
of town games two are state series games
with Bates and Colby.

1921 Football Schedule
Sept.
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

17
24
1
8
15
22
29
5
12

Fort McKinley at Orono
Fordham University at N. Y. City
Norwich University at Orono
Lowell Textile at Orono
Rhode Island State at Orono
Bates at Lewiston
Colby at Waterville
Bowdoin at Orono
Stevens Tech at Hoboken, N. J.
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Sophomores Break Hazing Rules
Indefinite Suspension the Penalty
57 members of the sophomore class at
the University were recently suspended for
participating, according to their own con
fession, in hazing several members of the
freshman class. For their actions in vio
lation or a faculty ruling which makes par
ticipation in any kind of hazing an unpar
donable offense the students were subjected
to indefinite suspension. The sentences,
however, were somewhat modified by post
poning the taking effect of the penalty un
til April 5th, at which time the participants
will be informed whether or not the sen
tences are to continue in effect.
It will be remembered by all, the undue
publicity that was received in regard to
hazing last year At the time of this
trouble the faculty took the following ac
tion :
“Hazing at the University of Maine is
neither condoned nor in any way defended. Now, as heretofore, it is severely
condemned by the faculty.
“Recent occurrences make drastic action
necessary. Hereafter participation in haz
ing shall subject the offender to indefinite
suspension For a second offense the
Board of Trustees will be asked to expel
the offender from the institution.
“Hazing shall be understood to mean the
use of physical force in any form for the
punishment, humiliation, or discipline of
any student or group of students by any
student, class, class organization, group of
students representing a class or group of
students acting independently. The Presi
dent is authorized to explain in detail to
the students the meaning and application
of the rule.”
At a mass meeting shortly after this ac
tion took place the greater part of the stu
dent body gave a rising vote of confidence
in the faculty and in the justice of the
measure.
t

Conservative old Yale has taken one of
the most revolutionary steps in its history,
having practically abolished the age-old
distinctions between the schools of which
it is comprised. The freshman enters,
not as a student of the college or Scientific
School, but as a freshman in the Univer
sity Under the Dean of Freshmen he is
given a year to find his specialty. He
graduates with the appropriate degree from
the University, not from the college.
Education should broaden the mind
without swelling the head.
Dr. James A. Angell, President of Yale
University, is a Harvard man from
"Chicago.
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New Associations Formed in Schenectady, N. Y., Hartford, Conn., and
Worcester, Mass.
The humdrum of existence away from
University influence was awakened by
eight local association meetings the latter
part of February and early part of March.
Siver toned oratory prevailed from the
white-bosomed speakers at the Boston City
Club, where 135 enthusiastic Maine men
gathered, to the around-the-table enthusi
asm of the loyal sixteen who met at the
Engineers Club in Philadelphia. An in
tense interest in the fate of the University
resolve at the hands of the State Legisla
ture everywhere prevailed. The subjectmatter of the speeches bespoke the crying
needs of the institution.

Boston Alumni at City Club
Saturday evening, February 26th, the ac
tive Boston group gathered around the
banquet table the identical number which
in 1917 marked the high-water mark for
attendance at Boston Alumni affairs. 135
were there to greet E. A. Filene, so well
known to Bostonians, in his talk on con
ditions in Europe and to laugh with Nor
man H. Mayo ’09, in his capacity of toast
master, as he introduced the representa
tives of the General Alumni Association
and Dean J. N. Hart ’85. Joe McCusker
T6 was there too in his undergraduate
capacity. His fame as alumni cheer lead
er has spread as rapidly as did his stew
ardship of “Bananas,” the bear mascot in
the year when Maine won her “clean-up”
championships.
Allen W. Stephens '99, president of the
General Alumni Association, was wel
comed to the meeting. In a serious vein
he traced the legislative situation, and
stated that, altho the state of Maine was
in a very unfortunate financial condition
with every demand for economy made up
on it, he believed that the Governor and
Legislature would hesitate a long time be
fore they practiced economy at the ex
pense of the education of its youth.
Dean J. N. Hart and Alumni Secretary
Towner were the speakers from Orono,
the former picturing the phenomenal
growth of the institution and the latter
telling of the alumni work in the legisla
tive campaign.
A rousing entertainment of an hour’s
duration with frequent interspersions of
Maine songs enlivened the meeting.

Hartford Forms Association
30 former students resident in Hartford,
Conn, and vicinity met at the Garde Hotel,
Hartford, Tuesday evening, March 1st.

Alumni Secretary Towner was present to
relate the progress of the legislative cam
paign and to assist in the organization of
the new association.
The Hartford
Alumni Association accordingly came into
existence with William C. Holden ’92 as
the first president; Fred Knight ’09, vicepresident; W. C. Sisson ’19, the prime
mover in arranging the meeting as secre
tary-treasurer; and J. H. Hinchcliffe ’03
and W. H. Gilbert ’09, members of the
Executive Committee. Four of the alumnae
were present.

Connecticut Valley Association
The second annual meeting of the Con
necticut Valley Association was held Wed
nesday, March 2nd at the Highland Hotel,
Springfield. Dinner was served in the
main dining room with 16 in attendance.
Harry Elder '09 was re-elected president
and R. W. Crocker ’10, secretary-treasurer.
The other officers were Harold W. Ing
ham ’ll, vice-president and Carl Magnus
T5 and H. D. Ashton ’16, members of the
Executive Committee.

Schenectady Group Formally
Organized
The Eastern New York Alumni Associ
ation was the name given to the group resi
dent in and about Schenectady, N. Y. at
their annual meeting held at the Mohawk
Club Thursday, March 3d. B. R. Connell
’07, formerly secretary of the informal
organization in the city, was elected the
first president. To assist C. B. Springer
T8 as vice-president, H. W. Chadbourne
’02, secretary-treasurer, and an executive
committee consisting of E. G. Glidden ’96,
D. A. Mayo ex-’18, and L. E. Merrow ’19
were elected. 19 out of 25 possible Maine
men in the vicinity were present. The
organization is already a live one meeting
once a month. The majority of the mem
bers are employees of the gigantic General
Electric Plant in Schenectady. Following
the dinner Alumni Secretary Towner de
scribed the condition of affairs at the Uni
versity and in the State. The alumni
movies were shown.

New York Alumni
Twenty-nine annual dinners of the New
York Alumni Association have come and
gone, but it is doubtful if any were better
enjoyed than the one held at the renowned
Pennsylvania Hotel, New York City, Fri
day evening, March 4th. 85 Maine men
and women, including a generous atten
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dance of wives were in attendance.
J. Arthur Hayes ’00, the retiring presi
dent, was the toastmaster. He introduced
as speakers the Rev. A. H. Robinson ’01,
President Allen W. Stephens ’99 of the
General Alumni Association, Brigadier
General Mark L. Hersey, formerly military
instructor at the college, Alumni Secretary
Towner, and Dr. Abram W. Harris, form
er President of the University.
Mr. Stephens outlined the financial and
legislative situation at the University em
phasizing in well chosen words the need
of warm support on the part of the alumni
and friends of the institution.
General Hersey, once known as Lieut.
Hersey in charge of military instruction at
the old Maine State College expressed his
pleasure for the opportunity to meet with "
the men of Maine. A royal welcome was
given him as he arose to address the meet
ing.
Ex-president Harris was given a splen
did ovation in tribute of his worth as the
one-time director of the destinies of the
college. He was heralded as the president
who made the college into a university.
Dr. Harris in his quiet yet vigorous style
outlined the problems which had faced him
during the stormy days when the institu
tion had not yet made a name for itself.
After a recital of the alumni assistance
in the legislative campaign by Alumni
Secretary Towner, the banquet room was
darkened to show the alumni and under
graduate moving pictures.
Professional entertainers added a zest to
the musical program of the evening.
“Dutch” Bernheisel ’15 was the cheer
leader.
The results of the mail vote for officers
of the Association were announced as fol
lows: President. G. O. Hamlin ’00; 1st
Vice-President, A. M. Knowles ’04; 2nd
Vice-President, C. B. Cleaves ’12; Secre
tary, C. M. Weston ’08; Ass’t Secretary,
R. E. Sawyer ’17; Treasurer, A. E. Silver
’02; Member Executive Committee, A. H.
White ’89.

Philadelphia Meeting
The Quaker Town alumni group recently
organized is the only organization having
a permanent club headquarters. The Phila
delphia Association is regularly affiliated
with the Engineers Club at 1317 Spruce
Street, where the annual banquet was held
Saturday evening, March 5th. 17 members
of the association sat down to the dinner
and a delightfully informal time was en
joyed. W. O. Sawtelle ex-’96 was the in
spirational toastmaster. He called upon
each alumnus present. The remarks of
Prof. M. L. Fernald ex-’94 were particular
ly well received. Alumni Secretary Town
er showed the alumni movies before the
dinner.
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Officers were elected as follows: Presi
dent, Ernest L. Watson ’01; Vice-presi
dent, Albert D Case ’04, Secretary and
treasurer, Henry C. Pritham ’01; Assistant
Secretary and Treasurer, H. D. Williams
T5; Executive Committee, the above
named, plus Geo. S. Frost ’01; Members at
large, William A. Valentine ’91, Mowry
Ross ’01, and Edmund N. Woodsum ’15.

Worcester, Massachusetts Organizes
Another organization became active
Monday evening, March 7th when the
alumni of Worcester County formed an
association. The meeting was held in the
State Mutual Restaurant with Norman H.
Mayo ’09, vice president of the General
Alumni Association as the principal speak
er. The great disappointment of the meet
ing was the inability thru illness of H. B.
Thayer ’75 to be present. Mr. Thayer is
the oldest living alumnus in the vicinity.
The alumni movies were shown and the
following officers ere elected: President,
Henry C. Lekberg ’07; vice-president, C.
S. Phinney ’l l ; Secretary-treasurer, Her
man R. Clark ’14; executive committee,
J. P. Harwell ’07, G. E. Hanson '17, and
C. W. Lemaine ’10.
23 alumni were present.

Western Maine Athletic Meeting
Proposing a definite program for dis
cussion the Western Maine Alumni As
sociation met Saturday evening, March
26th at the Falmouth Hotel, Portland to
consider the future of Maine athletics. In
cluding some 25 undergraduates home for
the holidays 103 were in attendance, the
largest group to assemble in the history of
the association.
Edward E. Chase '13, president of the
association, presided. The speakers were
William Cobb ’21, president of the under
graduate athletic association, Coach Flack
of the track team, Frank P. Preti ’18 of
track fame, Philip R. Hussey ’12, chair
man of the newly-created Athletic Com
mittee of the General Alumni Association
and Alumni Secretary Towner.
Resolutions pertaining to the personnel
of the Athletic Board, compulsory chapel
attendance, and alumni appointments to the
Board of Trustees were presented and
adopted.
Only constructive criticism of the ath
letic system at the University was per
mitted. The speakers confined themselves
to their subject and definite rules for the
betterment of Maine athletics were pre
sented.

Short Course Agricultural
Alumni
*
i
#
The annual meeting of the Short Course
Agricultural Alumni Association was held
in Winslow Hall, Wednesday afternoon,
March 30th. D. C. Sullivan ’17sc presided.
.The meeting was informal yet enthusiastic

and definite plans were made to strengthen
the organization. Dean Merrill with his
usual words of advice was the principal
speaker. Remarks were made by Bertram
Tomlinson ’18sc, C. C. Larrabee ’12 sc,
Arlo L. Redman ’18sc, Harold Shaw ’14sc,
H. Styles Bridges ’18sc, Aubrey Johonnett ’18sc, Ralph G. Kyes ’17sc, and Alumni
Secretary Towner.
The following officers were elected:
President, Bertram Tomlinson ’18sc; vicepresidents, C. C. Larrabee ’12sc, and Ralph
G. Kyes ’17sc; secretary-treasurer, H.
Styles Bridges ’18sc; and executive com
mittee, Harold Shaw ’14sc, D. C. Sullivan
’17sc, and Arlo L. Redman ’18sc.

Maine Congressman Indignant
Over Governor’s Attitude
Writes Letter Sharply Rebuking
Governor for Messages on Uni
versity of Maine
The following is from a signed letter
by Congressman Ira Hersey to the Aroos
took Daily News and published in that
paper the 26th inst.:
“Here at Washington much surprise has
been occasioned by the two late messages
to the Legislature of Maine from Gover
nor Baxter on the water powers of Maine
and on the University of Maine. For
many years the University of Maine
struggled for existence with no endow
ments, no treasury, and its enemies being
in control of legislation at Augusta, every
little appropriation to carry on the insti
tution has been fought in the past by those
who were graduates of endowed colleges
and who had received an education at the
hands of wealthy parents
“During the last 10 years the University
of Maine has forged to the front as a
great State institution of learning. It has
no endowments and its alumni arc made up
of those who could not afford a college
education at wealthy and endowed colleges
and who have secured a good education
along practical agricultural and business
and domestic lines at this state college.
“Prior to the late war the University of
Maine was in a most flourishing condition
and had successfully established itself as
a strong educational institution, the pride
of our state, with a very large attendance
and was rendering fine service to the state
along those lines of education so much
needed at the present time and not given
by any other college in Maine.
“The late war called upon the University
of Maine for the supreme sacrifice greater
than that of any other college in Maine,
and since the armistice that sacrifice has
been continued in the care of the soldiers
of Maine.
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“This sacrifice was patriotically and un
selfishly given, and has brought about a
deficit in its treasury and deprived its fine
teaching force of the necessary funds to
carry on the institution in a manner befit
ting its place in the state, and when the
University calls upon the state to protect
its deficit and furnish the necessary funds
for its future the Governor of the State
whose duty and privilege it is always to
stand by the institutions of his own State,
protect them, make them successful, came
before the Legislature with a message in
which he advises the State to repudiate
the deficit of its own State institution of
learning, its State university, and to starve
it for the future.
“Every great state of importance in the
nation takes much pride in its state uni
versity, and I have never known a case
where its governor was so lost to state
pride as to advocate the destruction of its
own institutions of learning.
“The Governor of Maine says in his
message, in so many words, that if the
University of Maine wishes to live and
pay its debts, his advice is that the alumni
of that institution raise the necessary funds
to take care of the deficit to save the in
stitution, that the State needs its funds for
charities for sectarian organizations.
“I hope the Legislature of Maine will
realize that it is the first duty of the State
to take care of its own institutions and
after duty has been performed it is time
to invest in private enterprises and chari
ties.”
Leaving the matter of the University,
Congressman Hersey refers to the gover
nor’s scheme for the control and opera
tion of the water-powers of the state and
in conclusion refers again to the Univer
sity as follows:
“It was said when I was in Maine a
short time ago to attend the funeral of the
late Governor that his successor was to
carry out the policies of the deceased, but
Governor Parkhurst died before he could
put his policies into legislation. But my
knowledge of the late Governor is such
that I know above all things he loved the
University of Maine and would do every
thing for its prosperity, that he stood
against all kinds of Government owner
ship and socialism, and I know that these
two late messages of the present Gover
nor have strongly reminded the people of
Maine of the great loss they have suffered
in the death of Governor Parkhurst.”

Pay Your $3 or $10 Alumni Dues
NOW
to James A. Gannett, Treasurer
Alumni Hall, Campus
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Alumni Resentment Aroused by
Boston Herald Editorial
Chairman Southard 75 of Alumni
Council Pens Vigorous Reply
Much misinformation in regard to the
University has been printed in the news
papers since the University resolve was in
troduced in the Maine Legislature Janu
ary 27th. Most prominent of the editorial
comments, and because of the wide circle
of its influence, is the article which ap
peared on the editorial page of the Bos
ton Herald Friday morning, March 18th.
It is as follows:
“During the last two years the University
of Maine instead of keeping within its ap
propriation has done business that has re
sulted in a deficit of $214,035. Governor
Baxter does not believe that the State
should assume that deficit and he suggests
that the University call on its loyal alumni
to raise the sum as other educational in
stitutions do in similar cases. Naturally,
that is not a popular suggestion with the
friends of the institution which has long
been an aggressive and not altogether salutory factor in Maine politics and legisla
tive proceedings. Nor are they pleased
with the Governor’s criticism of the book
keeping methods at the University, or with
his suggestions of heavy cuts in the new
appropriation asked for this winter.”
This editorial, so hastily drawn that it
could never hold water upon impartial in
vestigations, was very admirably replied to
by Mr. Louis C. Southard 75, who, as
chairman of the Executive Committee of
the Alumni Advisory Council was in a
position to know the facts. Only a portion
of Mr. Southard’s letter was reprinted in
the correspondence columns the following
morning, but the full text of his letter is
here reprinted.
Boston, Mass.,
March 18, 1921
To the Editor of the Boston Herald,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Dear Sir:
Your leading editorial in this morning’s
paper on “Maine Finances” has made a
very painful impression on the hundreds
of Herald readers who love and admire
the University of Maine.
We have no quarrel over your opinion
as to whether this State institution should
be supported or not.
We are accustomed, however, to see im
portant subjects discussed in your columns
with courtesy to others.
This morning you say, referring to
Governor Baxter’s suggestion that the

Alumni make up the deficit, a legacy of
the War, “Naturally that is not a popular
subject with the friends of the institution,
which has long been an aggressive and
not altogether salutary factor in Maine
politics and legislative proceedings.”
I am sure this was not intended as a
wanton insult to the masses of people of
our sister state who have loyally supported
this “People’s College” ever since it was
established, or to the large numbers of
graduates and friends of that institution
who reside in the State of Massachusetts.
The deficit referred to was a result of
the War.
On the declaration of War, it seemed as
though every able bodied student enlisted.
The campus was bare. Even the college
band enlisted as a unit, and served through
out the War, and left its quota of dead on
“Flanders Field” where they had lost
their lives while acting as stretcher bearers.
So far as I know this is the only incident
of the kind. The number of students and
graduates (very many from Massachu
setts), in proportion to their total number
stands close to, if not at the head of the
list among other colleges and universities
in the country.
The University became a training camp
and the campus was taken possession of
by the officers and recruits of Uncle Sam’s
Army. The deficit was inevitable.
The Trustees took the matter to Gov
ernor Milliken and he told them to go
ahead and the State would back them up.
The Trustees are all appointed by and
are responsible to the Governor of the
State. They went ahead, and not only
kept the doors of the University open but
placed their own signatures on the notes
used to raise the money.
Was this a sinister proceeding?
The deficit exists because the Trustees
did not close down the Institution. You
state that the various state department
heads of Maine during the last two years
allowed over-drafts to the amount of
$1,517,927, which this Legislature is ex
pected to take care of. Of this sum only
$214,035 is chargeable against the Univer
sity of Maine, leaving $1,303,892, charge
able to the other state departments. Yet
you point the finger of scorn at and im
pugn the honor of this institution alone 1
Many millions have been raised by the
loyal alumni of private educational estab
lishments amid the applause of the world.
Public educational institutions are on an
entirely different footing. So far as
known no college or university dependent
on the state and federal government has
ever been called upon to provide for its
maintenance much less to make up a deficit
from among its alumni.
The radical difference between public and
private educational establishments is well
I
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understood. Governor Baxter’s sugges
tion is not appropriate.
Just before entering the War, the
Maine Legislature appropriated $130,000
for the University to be used for specific
purposes. It having become evident that
war conditions made impossible the ex
penditure of this money in an efficient and
economical manner, it was turned back to
the Treasury of the State. Does this act
not entitle the Trustees and the University
to commendation and not aspersion?
We believe in the State of Maine. We
are grateful for the education which was
made possible only through this great
state and federal institution, an education
which in many cases could not otherwise
havei been secured.
Replying to Governor Baxter’s criticism
of the bookkeeping method at the Univer
sity would say that in 1910 State Auditor
Charles H. Hatch spent eight months in
stalling a new system to replace one that
had been in operation at Orono for fifty
years. Last spring, State Auditor Wardwell sent down the travelling auditor of
his department, George H. Bangs, who
spent three months on the campus and in
stituted the system of accounting that is
today in force there.
If there is any criticism of the methods
of bookkeeping the State itself must as
sume the responsibility and not the Trus
tees.
Are we not entitled to your acquittal on
this charge?
The recommendations of the Board of
Trustees, men carefully selected and ap
pointed by and responsible to the Gover
nor of the State, ought to guide the Leg
islature in determining the degree of fi
nancial support required.
By reason of insufficient appropriations
and constantly rising prices, the University
now finds itself charging almost the high
est tuition of any state university in the
United States, and with a deficit of $214,035
and with the recommendations of the
Board of Trustees disregarded by the
Budget Committee in its report to this
Legislature.
The Alumni are not unmindful of their
obligations. We believe that the proper
direction of Alumni support is toward the
development of student activities which
policy was followed in the building of
Alumni Hall, the Grandstand on the Ath
letic Field, and the construction of thirteen
fraternity houses, accommodating 450 stu
dents. The total contributions of Alumni
to date are in excess of $300,000 and there
are now in progress three drives for rais
ing of money to construct three additional
fraternity houses for the accommodation
of more students. This construction repre
sents a direct saving to the State of Maine.
Under our form of Government the only
way for the people to express their will is

_
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through their Legislature. The people of
Maine believe it their duty to impress upon
the Legislature and the Governor the fact
that the University of Maine is their Uni
versity and that it is their wish that it be
adequately supported.
As this demand comes from the people
who pay the taxes, their views should be
respected and received with courtesy.
As an old graduate, and connected with
the college officially and otherwise for
many years, may I ask as a matter of
fairness and justice that you will make
space for this communication?
Very truly yours,
Louis C. S outhard,
Chairman Executive Committee,
Alumni Advisory Council.
A letter from Mr. Robert L. O’Brien,
editor-in-chief of the Boston Herald in
reply drew from the pen of Mr. Southard
a second letter, part of which throws
further light up on the editorial attitude
assumed by the paper. The pertinent para
graphs are as follows:
“The University was accused of being
aggressive, which is proudly admitted; of
not having a salutary influence on the poli
tics and Legislature of the State, which
is indignantly denied, and for which statement an apology is demanded; of having
exceeded its appropriation by $214,035 with
out explaining that it was an inheritance
of the War, and that the other State De
partments in the past two years have cre
ated a deficit of over $1,300,000; without
acknowledging the $130,000 appropriation
returned to the State at the beginning of
the W ar; without recognizing that the
Alumni have spent over $300,000 on the
construction of Alumni Hall, the Athletic
Field, and in building over a dozen fra
ternity houses, housing over 450 students,
and giving credit for the three or more
drives now going on among the Alumni
for money to build three more fraternity
houses at a cost of over $100,000.
“The editorial stated that the manage
ment of the Trustees was open to criticism
and especially the bookkeeping methods in
use at the University, whereas the Gov
ernor told the Trustees to keep the doors
of the University open, and the accounting
methods are established by the State un
der the supervision of its officials, and the
Trustees have no option but to do as they
are told.
“The University is a child of the State
and Federal Governments. Since its es
tablishment the Federal Government has
contributed over two million dollars to its
support, and the State of Maine about two
million three hundred thousand dollars,
and the Alumni, as stated above, three hun
dred thousand dollars, a direct saving to
the State.

“The voice of the people of the State of
Maine can be made articulate only through
its Legislature. It is the duty of every
legislator to know the wishes of the
people. It is the duty of the people to in
struct them. The men and women of the
State of Maine desire their University to
be adequately supported. They must com
municate their wishes to their elected rep
resentatives in order that they shall be cor
rectly informed.”
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Marriages
Arthur F. Amadon '13 to Hazel Douglas
Taylor, January 29th at Troy, New York.
Max L. Wilder T4 and Miss Gertrude
Lincoln Heath, April 6th at Augusta.
George M. Cushman ex-’20 and Miss
Mary A. Chisholm at Bangor January 15th.
They are residing at 35 Whitney A ve,
Portland.

Births
A daughter, Dorothy Marston to Mr.
Rachael S. Sherman ’06 and Mrs. Sher
man March 5th at Rockland.
A son, to Mr. Normay H. Mayo ’09 and
Mrs. Mayo, January 5th at Boston. Weight
91/2 lbs.

A son, William Chase, to Mr. Harold W.
Ingham ’ll and Mrs. Ingham, January 9th
at Greenfield, Mass.
A son, James Leland, to Mr. Theodore
W. Haskell T4 and Mrs. Haskell, March
29th at Newtonville, Mass. Weight 51/2
lbs.
A son, John W. Jr. to Mr. John W.
Glover ’16 and Mrs. Glover (nee Edith
Ingraham ’17) March 28th at Hampden.
Weight 53/4 lbs.
A son, James Cheney, to Mr. J. Emmons
Totman ’16 and Mrs. Totman (nee Joyce
Marguerite Cheney ex-T9) February 3d
at Baltimore, Maryland. Weight 7 lbs.
A son, Henry Warren, to Mr. Dudley
Baldwin L’17 and Mrs. Baldwin, March
13th at Boston.
A son, Mayland Jr. to Mr. Mayland H.
Morse L’17 and Mrs. Morse at Cambridge,
Mass.
A daughter, to Mr. Ray C. Hopkins T9
and Mrs. Hopkins, February 4th at Hough
ton, Mich.

Deaths
Dr. Wilbur A. Bumps 75 at Dexter,
March 11th as the result of an operation.

By Classes
75—Dr. Wilbur A. Bumps, for many
years one of the best known physicians and
surgeons in this section of Penobscot coun
ty, passed away at his home following an
illness of several months. Suffering a par
alytic shock the latter part of October, Dr.
Bumps has since been confined to his home
and his condition became such that on Fri
day he underwent a serious surgical op
eration performed by Dr. D. A. Roberson
of Bangor, assisted by Dr. Gilman H.
Clough of this town. He rallied from the

Electric Service
Is Indispensable
In the Home, the School
the Store, the Factory
It brings Comfort, Convenience, Safety, Health.
Labor, Worry, and is Economical.

Saves

T he Modern W ay is the Electric W ay
If you reside within the territory served by us we will
be pleased to talk over the matter of service with you.
Telephone 300
DO IT ELECTRICALLY

Bangor Railway & Electric Co.
78 Harlow St.
Bangor

80 No. Main St.
Old Town
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operation but rapidly weakened and the
end came late Friday evening.
The deceased was a native of Bangor,
the son of the late B. F. and Martha (Rol
lins) Bumps. He was 66 years of age
and much of his life has been spent in
this town. Dr. Bumps fitted for college
at Bangor High School and was graduated
from the University of Maine in the class
of 1875.
In the autumn of the same year he
came to Dexter as a teacher, being prin
cipal of the grammar school for two years
and of the High school for one year. Dur
ing this time he studied medicine with the
late Dr. G. B. Clough, then a leading
physician of this town. In 1879 he entered
Bowdoin Medical school where he re
mained one year and from Bowdoin went
to the University of New York city and
was graduated from its medical depart
ment in 1881. This same year he com
menced the practice of medicine in this
town.
In 1879 he was married to Miss Etta M.
Gould of this town, whose death occurred
several years ago.
Always interested in the public schools
of Dexter, Dr. Bumps served several years
as a member of the school board and dur
ing later years as school physician. He
was a member of the National Guard for
13 years, being surgeon and acting medical
director.
In 1896 he received the degree of master
of science from the University of Maine.
During his practice of medicine he has
taken special courses at New York hospital,
also in Portland. He was skilled in medi
cine and surgery and enjoyed a wide prac
tice in this section of the state.
Dr. Bumps was a member of Penobscot
lodge F. and A. M. of this town, of Ply
mouth lodge, I. O. O. F., of Dexter and
of Bedivere lodge, Knights of Pythias. He
was one of the oldest members of the
Dexter lodge.
For several years the deceased served as
one of the medical examiners for Penob
scot county and also as local physician
and surgeon for the Maine Central Rail
road. He enjoyed a wide acquaintance and
a large circle of friends mourn his death
and deeply sympathize with the family in
its bereavement.
Dr. Bumps is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Frank Z. Brown, Mrs. Ernest D.
Blaisdell, both of this town.
75—Dr. W. H. Jordan after 25 years’
service as director of the New York State
Agricultural Experiment Station has re
signed to take effect July 1st. He will
return to the state making his home in
Orono.
’82—George R. Fuller was recently cho
sen first selectman of his old home town of
Southwest Harbor. It is interesting to
know that the third selectman of his
board is a woman.
’84—Senator Edwin F. Ladd as a cabi
net possibility for the position of Secre
tary of Agriculture was recently suggested
in “The Nation.” His selection was intro
duced by the statement “in order to head
off the usual letters assuring us that Mr.
Harding really did very well and obtained
on the whole a good Cabinet and asking
what we should have done in his place, we
submit a possible Republican state which
speaks for itself.”
’90—Nathan C. Grover of the Engineer
ing Staff of the United States Geological
Survey at Washington was the official dele
gate representing the University of Maine
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at the celebration of the one hundredth
anniversary of the founding of the George
Washington University at Washington,
February 19th.
’90—C. C. Harvey, editor of the Fort
Fairfield Review, is president of the Fort
Fairfield Board of Trade.
’90—Edward H. Kelley, purchasing agent
and assistant treasurer at the University
recently filed a complaint against the Ban
gor Railway and Electric Co. for the elec
tric car service between Bangor and Oro
no. His complaint signed by 21 others
was heard before the Public Utilities Com
mission, March 21st.
'91—Wallace R. Farrington, formerly
superintendent of the college farm and
later professor of agriculture at the Uni
versity is being backed by what is some
times called the “wealth and intelligence
of the Territory” for appointment as Gov
ernor of the Hawaiian Islands at the hands
of President Harding.
In a business, political and social way,
Mr. Farrington has been prominent in his
adopted city in the Mid-Pacific and has
succeeded in a financial way as well. He
has taken a prominent stand in education
al matters and has been at the head of the
school system of the territory and promi
nent in the affairs of the new university
at Honolulu.
He went to Honolulu about 25 years
ago. For several years he was editor of
the Bulletin, but when the consolidation of
the two leading papers was brought
about, he became the general business man
ager. The paper has been very successful
under his direction.
Mr. Farrington married a charming
California girl and they have three chil
dren, the oldest, a son, having recently
graduated from the University of Wiscon
sin, where the father’s brother has been
a professor for many years. The young
man received a commission during the re
cent World war. A daughter was married
about a year ago to a captain in the regu
lar army, then stationed in Hawaii.
The only other candidate for appoint
ment to the governship is a native Hawai
ian, the present delegate to Congress.
ex-’92—Calvin H. Nealley of Newark,
N. J., is the beneficiary of stock worth,
it is estimated, several hundred thousand
dollars and representing a controlling in
terest in the Eastwood Wire Manufactur
ing Co. of Belleville, N. J., under the will
of John H. Eastwood of Newark, who died
at his winter home in Miami, Fla., Jan. 11.
Besides the stock referred to which is
common and given outright, Mr. Nealley is
bequeathed an option on all-of Mr. East
wood’s holdings in the company, including
more common stock and 2,500 shares of
preferred stock. The option is to run five
years and he may purchase the common
stock at one half its book value. If he
buys 2,000 shares of the preferred he is to
be given free the 500 remaining shares of
preferred.
Mr. Eastwood’s fortune is estimated at
$2,000,000 of this $1,000,000 is bequeathed
to various charities in and about Newark.
Cash bequests are given to various em
ployees of the Eastwood company.
Mr. Nealley attended the University of
Maine for a year and a half in the class
of 1892 going to Portland where he was
employed by the Oxford Paper Co. From
Portland he went to New York and en
tered the employ of the International Pa
per Co., becoming purchasing agent. The
Eastwood company manufactures Four-
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HE man’s name and record are on
begun to get two years ago . . . the training
file in the Institute’s offices. This
that you offered, and that I meant to take.
is his story, just as he told it to
“ Suppose I fail in this new big job!
the Institute man. He sat in an office,
Why, it would set me back for years! I
and the Alexander Hamilton Institute man
don’t intend to fail, of course. I ’m going
had hardly introduced himself before he
to dig into this Course with all my might
asked for the enrolment blank.
and learn as fast as I can. But I ought
to have begun two years ago. What a fool
" It would be funny if it weren’t so
I was to put it off.”
tragic,” he said, “ how we procrasti
nate in doing the thing we know we ought
to do.
The tragic penalty o f delay

T

“ Two years ago I sent for ‘Forging
Ahead in Business,’ the wonderful little
book that your people give to ambitious
men.
“ I knew the value of your Course;
I had seen what it can do for other college
men. I meant to enrol immediately, but

Somehow I put it off
“ I FELT the need of an all-’round business training. But still I delayed, and
now— ” he stopped and smiled, and then
went on with a serious note of regret.
“ Now the thing has happened to me
that I’ve been working for and praying
for ever since I left school. I ’ve just
landed a real job! Understand I ’m to be
practically the whole works in this new
place. The decisions will all be mine.
Buying, accounting, sales, advertising,
factory management, finance— I’ll be re
sponsible for them all.
“ And I’m afraid, yes, sir, plain afraid. I
haven’t got the training that I ought to have

I T IS because incidents like this are told
to Alexander Hamilton Institute men
every day in the year that we are printing
this man’s story in his own simple words.
How many college men will read it and
say: “ I could have said almost the same
thing myself!”
Since it was founded the Institute has
enrolled thousands of men who are today
making more rapid progress in business as
a result of its training.
O f these no less than 45,000 are grad
uates of colleges and universities.
This is the Institute’s mark of distinc
tion— that its appeal is to the unusual man.
It has only one Course, embracing the
fundamentals underlying all business, and its
training fits a man to the sort of executive
positions where demand always outruns
supply.
One of the tragedies of the business
world is that many college men spend
so many of the best years of their lives in
doing tasks which they know are below
their leal capacities.

It is the privilege of the Institute to save
those wasted years— to give a man in the
leisure moments of a few months the work
ing knowledge of the various departments
of modern business which would ordinarily
take him years to acquire.
It can save the wasted years of dull
routine; it has done it for thousands of men.
Only you know how much a year of your
life is worth. But surely it is worth an
evening of careful thought; it is worth the
little effort required to send for

“Forging Ahead in Business”
“ F

O RG IN G Ahead in Business,” is a
116-page book. It represents the
experience of 11 years in training men for
success. It has been revised twenty times;
it is a rather expensive book to produce.
There are no copies for boys or the merely
curious. But to any thinking man it is sent
without obligation. Your copy is ready
to go to you the moment your address is
received.

A lexanderH am iltonln stitu te
938 Astor Place, New York City
Send m c f o r g ing Ahead in Business'' which
I may k e e p without obligation.
N a m e ---------------------------------------------------------P rin t here
Business
Address -------------------------------------------------------

Business
Position

Canadian a d d r e s s , C. P. R . Building, Toronto; A ust ira l ian A d d r ess, 8 a Castlereagh S t reet, Sydney
Copyright
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driner wire cloth, largely used in the man
ufacture of paper and it was through bus
iness dealings with Mr. Atwood that Mr.
Neally formed the acquaintance that even
tually put him in control of what is said
to be the largest plant of its kind in the
world. Mr. Nealley first joined the Eastwood company in 1908 as secretary. He
was soon made general manager and at
the time of Mr. Eastwood’s death was
general manager and vice president.
’93—A. T. Jordan of New Brunswick,
N. J. has been visiting in Orono for sev
eral weeks, and was on the campus at Oro
no attending the events of Farmers’ Week.
’96—Perley B. Palmer, General Super
intendent of the Orono Pulp and Paper Co.
was recently elected a director of the com
pany.
’00—Wilkes C. Clark for many years a
professional baseball player and coach has
accepted the position as coach of the Col
by college team. He has been residing at
41 Burleigh St., Waterville for some time
where he is interested in some timberland
enterprises. Clark at one time coached the
Oregon Agricultural College team.
’02—Harold M. Carr recently visited his
brother at his old home town of Guilford.
Mr. Carr is located in Rochester, N. H.
where he is superintendent of a woolen
mill.
'04—Roy H. Flynt had the misfortune,
the latter part of January, while driving
his car from Augusta to Malden, Mass, to
run into a patrolman in Lynn. The patrol
man was not severely injured, however.
Mist on the windshield obscured Flynt’s
vision. After the accident, the patrolman
arrested Flynt on the charge of violating
the auto law by reckless driving, and Flynt

drove the arresting policeman to police
headquarters. Flynt was released on bail
and his case carried over to a later session
of the local district court.
'07—Rex C. Gellerson of Fort Fairfield
recently underwent a serious operation in
Boston for an ear trouble. The operation
is reported as successful.
’07—Henry Lekberg, formerly a profes
sor at the University can now be located
at 110 Foster St., Worcester, Mass.
'08—James A. Gannett is now VicePresident of the American Association of
Collegiate Registrars.
’09—A recent newspaper article relates
the history of Albert E. Anderson, ex
president of the Western Maine Alumni
Association as follows:
'1 0 —Ernest Lamb is recovering from a
recent operation for appendicitis.
TO—Orwell Logan is now residing at 600
Hobart St., Oakland, Cal. He is employed
by the Jensen Creamery Machinery Co. of
Oakland.
’l l —George D. (“Bruce”) Bearce can
be reached, care of the Newsprint Service
Bureau, Room 1102, 18 East 41st Street,
New York City.
’l l —Joseph W. Everett, formerly super
intendent of the water system at North
Berwick has entered the employ of the
York County Water Company. He has
charge of the outside construction and re
pair work.
ex-’l l —Arthur C. Houghton is located
at 416-420 Walnut St., Philadelphia with
the Employers’ Liability Insurance Corp.
Ltd.
T2—Capt. William R. Ballou of Co. B,
Third Maine Infantry is devoting his spare
hours outside the lumber business to or-
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U n i v e r s i t y of M a i n e
College of A rts and S ciences—Major subjects in
Ancient History and Art, Biology, Chemistry, Economics
and Sociology, Education, English, German, History,
Latin, Mathematics, and Astronomy, Philosophy, Physics,
and Romance Languages. Special provisions for gradu
ates of normal schools.
C ollege of A griculture—Curricula in Agronomy,
Animal Husbandry, Biology, Dairy Husbandry, Forestry,
Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry Husbandry, and
for Teachers of Agriculture. School Course in Agricul
ture (two years). Short winter courses. Farmers’ Week.
Correspondence and lecture courses. Demonstration work.
C ollege of T echnology—Curricula in Chemical En
gineering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engi
neering, and Mechanical Engineering.
M aine A grichltural E xperiment S tation— Offices
and principal laboratories in Orono; Experiment Farms
in Monmouth and Presque Isle.
G raduate C ourses leading to the Master’s degree are
offered by the various colleges.

For catalog and circulars, address
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T h e W ay to K eep H e a lth is to
K eep C lean In sid e
By C. H O U ST O N G O U D ISS
Publisher, The Forecast, and N utrition E xp ert o f National Reputation

H E foremost foe of disease is cleanliness. It will defeat even
the most persistent and resourceful germs quicker than any
thing else.
The average person has an idea that a steaming soap-and-water
scrub in the tub makes for cleanliness. This is true as far as it goes,
but it doesn’t go far enough.
Cleanliness that is only skin-deep protects only one of the paths
by which disease enters the body—and the one least used by enemies
of health.
In the long coils of the intestines these deadly foes find their
favorite battle-field. There, in masses of waste matter, are bred
noxious poisons upon which these foes can and do feast. There,
unless this waste matter is promptly removed, these poisons penetrate
the porous walls of the intestines and get into the blood to play havoc
with the whole human house.
In order to have health the body must be as clean on the inside as
on the outside.
There is just one safe, convenient and harmless interior cleanser—
and its name is N U JO L .
By lubricating the walls of the intestines so that the constantly
accumulating waste matter cannot stay long enough in one place
to cause trouble, N U JO L acts as a perfect human house
cleaner.
Being absolutely non-medical, it cannot produce any
harmful effect on any part of the body with which it comes
in contact.
Not a particle of N U JO L is absorbed into the system
in its cleansing passage thru the digestive channels. I t
causes no pain or discomfort. I t is as easy to take as
water, yet no amount of water could cleanse and keep
clean the interior of the body as N U JO L does.
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F or

Constipation

Sold by druggists in sealed bottles, bearing the N ujol trade-m ark.
Mail coupon for booklet to N ujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Je rse y ), Room 716-D, 44
Beaver Street, New York. (In Canada, Address N ujol, 22 St. Francois Xavier St., M ontreal.)
□
□

“CONSTIPATION AS A CAUSE OF PILES”
“CONSTIPATION—AUTO-INTOXICATION IN ADULTS”
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THE MAINE ALUMNUS
ganizing a machine gun company in Ban
gor and vicinity.
L’12—Albert F. Cook, now a practicing
attorney in Fort Fairfield, was recently
elected one of the town selectmen.
’13—Edward E. Chase, statistician for
Beyer and Small, investment brokers of
Portland, had a brief but instructive ar
ticle in the Portland Sunday Telegram
January 30th entitled “The Railroad Sit
uation.”
T3—Thomas Shepard is located with
the Travelers Insurance Co. at Utica, N. Y.
ex-L’13—Walter A. Cowan, a graduate
of Bates has entered into partnership with
Ransford W. Shaw, the present attorney
general of Maine. Their offices will be at
Houlton. Mr. Cowan is a former Winterport attorney and for two years was the
Waldo county attorney.
’14—Richard F. Crocker is sub-principal
of the Madawaska Training School at Fort
Kent.
'14—Martin A. Nordgaard has returned
from Grinnell. Iowa to New York City
where he can be located at Apt. 33, 416
West 122nd Street.
’15—“No Sale—No Fee” is the caption
at the foot of the business letter head from
E. F. Hanson recently received in the
Alumni office. The “Bush Hanson Sales
Organization, Inc.” with offices at 203 Citi
zens National Bank Building, Los Angeles.
Cal. is a reality. “Bush” is president of
the organization which he describes as al
ready a going concern conducting a general
sales business.
’15—Paul F. Slocum is still on the in
valid list slowly recovering from the ef
fects of the spinal injury he received as
the result of a bomb explosion while serv
ing as an officer in the Aero Corps over
seas. Slocum may be addressed at 832
Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
T6—The engagement of Miss Eunice
Niles to James Chute ex-’19, now a student
at the Tufts Medical College at Boston
was recently announced.
T6—Ferdinand Z. Phelps has returned
to the Liberty Yeast Corporation at
O’Donnell and 11th Streets, Baltimore,
Md.
’16—W. E. Stoddard is a submaster at
the Deering High School.
ex-’16—Donald Ashton, well known as
a former varsity track sprinter, is now lo
cated at Camp Benning, Georgia, Dept, of
Experiment Infantry School.
ex-’16—A recent report from Dexter
states that William A. Keyte is recovering
from the effects of being gassed in action
overseas. It will be recalled that he en
listed December 4, 1917 and was sent to
the Second Recruiting Co., Fort Slocum,
N. Y. Later he was with the 56th Pioneer
Infantry. He was overseas for 13 months
and took part in the following engage
ments : Aisur-Marne, Oise-Aisur, and the
Meuse-Argonne offensive.
ex-’16—Albert L. Robinson has returned
from Houlton to Razoo Ranch at Alamosa,
Colo., where for the last four years he
has been operating. The illness of his
wife, formerly Miss Vera Gellerson '18 of
Houlton, caused his return east. Mrs.
Robinson’s health has improved to such
an extent that she has rejoined him.
'17—J. Harold Colcord has removed
from Province Lake, N. H. to 28 Ruther
ford Ave., Haverhill, Mass.
T7—Daniel C. Hutchinson of Foxcroft
was one of the first to send an entry blank
for the B. A. A. marathon classic to be
held April 19th. This is his first attempt
»

over the marathon distance and his debut
will be watched with interest. While in
college he was a substitute on the varsity
cross country team. He has also distin
guished himself as a discus thrower.
L’17—Michael Kelliher is practicing law
in Barristers Hall, Boston.
’17—Helen Simpson of Waterville has
recently been a visitor on the campus at
Orono.
ex-’17—William Flanagan of Rumford
recently passed the state bar examinations
and will commence the practice of law.
’18—Thomas W. Borjesson has removed
from North Haven to Weld.
L’18—Ralph Couette is practicing law
in Boston. His office is located on State
St.
’18—Frank P. Preti, known to athletic
enthusiasts as one of the greatest track men
ever to represent Maine has not only
passed the Maine bar examinations but
has opened a law office in the Fidelity
Building, Portland. On top of the an
nouncement that he was to practice law
came the news that he had accepted the
position as track coach at New Hampshire
State College at Durham, N. H.
L’18—Allen Sherman, for two years in
structor in law at the University recently
passed the Masaschusetst bar exams. He
is now practicing at Room 1, Masonic
Bldg., New Bedford, Mass, in the offices
of Cook, Brownell and Taber.
ex-’18—E. Hyland May is planning to
return from Cleveland, Ohio for Com
mencement. Since leaving college in 1917
to enlist in the army where he served for
a couple of years he joined the ranks of
the Travelers Insurance Co. He is now
located in their Cleveland office. H e was
married last June and at present is living
at 1551 Rosewood Ave., Lakewood, Ohio.
’19—Thomas Davis, who distinguished
himself as a Maine football captain of
ability, added another crown to his athletic
laurels when he participated in a wrestling
bout at Brewer, March 3d for five and onehalf hours. This is considered one of
the longest wrestling matches in the an
nals of the sport. The match ended in a
draw, for Abbott, Davis’ opponent was un
able to get a fall. Both men quit from ex
haustion at 2-25 o’clock in the morning.
’20—George Carter has been coaching
the Washburn High School basketball
team. His team worked its way into the
University of Maine interscholastic tourna
ment.
’20—R. J. Cook is teaching English and
History at Gardiner High School residing
at 62 Kingsbury St., Gardiner.
’20—Burleigh Waterman has accepted a
training position with the W. T. Grant
Co. chain stores and at last reports was
located at Albany', N. Y.
'20—Roger F. Woodman is located at
Camp No. 10, Beebe River, N. H. where
he is looking after the wangan and doing
the scaling for a lumber camp of 100 men.
His camp is located at the end of an 18
mile logging railroad from the Boston and
Maine line.
____________________________________________ •
Between 300,000 and 400,000 children
were deprived of schooling last year as a
direct result of the shortage of teachers, ac
cording to estimates made by P. P. Claxton, federal commissioner of education in
his annual report.
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Investmemt
Securities
15 State Street,

Bangor, Maine
-----

M errill Crust Company
BANGOR, MAINE
We own and offer a care
fully selected list of con
servative
Investm ent Securities
B ond

D

epa rtm en t

O. H. Nelson, Manager
A. F. Sawyer, Asst. Mgr.
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Nos. 8 to 16 Exchange Street
PO RTLAND ,
M A IN E

O R is it necessary to buy a new “ H andy
G rip ” when your Shaving Stick is all
used. Just buy a Colgate “ R efill,” for the
price of the soap alone, screw it into your
“ H andy G rip ,” and you are “ all s e t” for
another long season of easy shaving.

N

T h e so ap itse lf is th re a d e d . T h e re is no w aste.
U se C olgate’s for Shaving Comfort, as w ell as for
th e Convenience it affords. T h e so ften in g
la th e r n e e d s no m u ssy ru b b in g in w ith
th e fingers. It leav es y o u r face cool a n d
refresh ed .
W e to o k th e ru b o u t of sh av in g origi
nally, in 1903..

COLGATE & CO.
D ept. 212

199 Fulton Street, New York

T h e m e ta l" H andy
G rip,” co n ta in in g a
trial size stick o f Col
gate's Shaving Soap,
sent fo r 1 0 c
W hen
the trial stick is used up
you can buy theColgate
*•‘R efills,”»• ji
.__ j to
threaded
fit this Grip.

SERVICE
A T the touch of a button in"
numerable services are per"
formed for mans personal comfort
and convenience. Communities are
made brighter and safer by night.
Transportation is swifter, surer,
economically better. Industrial
machinery everywhere is energized
to produce the world’s goods
with far greater speed, simplicity
and economy.
But bending electricity to mans
will would be futile without the
electric light and power companies.
Through them, men benefit by a
Research which has made incan"
descent lamps four times better,
power transmission easier now
over hundreds of miles than it
was then for ten miles, and gen"
erating machinery capable of pro

YOU
ducing a hundred times as much
power in a given space.
It is through the investment of
capital in electric light and power
companies that electricity can be
generated on a vast scale for econ"
omy's sake. It is their capital, their
engineering and maintenance ser"
vice, their business organization
which distribute current through
constantly multiplying millions of
wires. These companies are vital
to the world’s use of electricity.
In order that they may deliver
to you at the end of a wire the
fullest benefit of Research, they
need the sympathetic interest of
a consuming public which views
fair"mindedly the operating and
financing problems of this service.
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